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near Placerville, Colorado. 

111a thiB.Sxoup are situated due 
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Property is situated high 
S?V?rai hund*«d feet below 
a i®ad oras of the HLa 

sandstones and conclomerates of the 
strong and persistent fissure with 
and dip of about 78 deg. 1, or i 
the vein towards the east end of* me 
SLlrn?oar the W0st end 
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"m k && • » sswvea vnar tne gold and silver were negligible; 
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however Mr. Yates states that a largo sample, or what ho calls 
a "millrun", taken in this wins® and sont to th® Durango 
plant of th® American Smelting and Refining Company, yielded 
and was settled for at th® rate of 2 ox. gold per ton. This, 
he says, was the only high gold assay he ever had from the mine. 
If my sample from the wins© had assayed anything like this, ray 
opinion of the property wo old have been very different. 

f/In the lower tunnel, about 80 feet below the upper, the 
vein, where out in a crosscut, shows no ore. In a raise, sow 
eaved, what Mr. Yates describes as a stratum of pieces of 
heavy sulphide ore enclosed in altered and partly-replaced 
limestone was struck. This is confirmed by the appearance of 
the caved material. Some sacks of ore, showing much bornite 
and chaleocite, buried by a wash brought down from the hillside 
by a storm, and lying in the shop outside the tunnel, also bear 
out his statement. My sample of the or© in these sacks, 
partly uncovered for the purpose of talcing this sample, assayed 
0.04 ox. goia, 1.1 ox. silver, and 6.3$ copper. 

Mr. Yates states that from some samples of this sulphide 
ore Bent to San Francisco and faeoma, very considerable value 
in platinum was reported; but Z. W. Richards was unable to 
find may in my sample. I do not question Mr. Yates* statement, 
but what platinum has sometimes fas in th© Rambler mine in 
Wyoming) been found in similar or® has proved excessively 
spotty, and proof of its existence in one sample does not 
necessarily mom that it will be found in another sample. 
Moreover th® determination of the platinum group of metals is 
a matter of much difficulty; they are often reported by inex
perienced assayers when other and more experienced ones fail to 
detect it. Mr. Richards has ted more experience in the deter
mination of platinum than, I believe, any other Denver assayer. 

C0RC1USI0H:-
The outcrop of the White Spar vein, so far as I 

observed, is everywhere below the horison of th© La Plata 
limestone, for which reason it cannot be expected to occasion 
important replacement orebodies within any reasonable depth. 
The only known limestones are thin layers of limestone con
glomerate in the upper part of the Dolores formation, one of 
which probably contains the ore found in the lower tunnel, 
nevertheless, if my samples ted shown substantial gold or 

flatten® contents, or again if copper were now, or were likely o be soon, at a high price, the Whit© Spar would be a good 
prospect. Under actual conditions, it cannot be considered. 

Respectfully submitted: 

George I. Collins, 
Mining Sngimeer. 

October 6, 1931. 


